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ABSTRACT

Graphs have become increasingly important in many applications

and domains such as querying relationships in social networks or

managing rich metadata generated in scienti�c computing. Many

of these use cases require high-performance distributed graph

databases for serving continuous updates from clients and, at the

same time, answering complex queries regarding the current graph.

�ese operations in graph databases, also referred to as online

transaction processing (OLTP) operations, have speci�c design and

implementation requirements for graph partitioning algorithms. In

this research, we argue it is necessary to consider the connectivity

and the vertex degree changes during graph partitioning. Based

on this idea, we designed an Incremental Online Graph Partition-

ing (IOGP) algorithm that responds accordingly to the incremental

changes of vertex degree. IOGP helps achieve be�er locality, gen-

erate balanced partitions, and increase the parallelism for access-

ing high-degree vertices of the graph. Over both real-world and

synthetic graphs, IOGP demonstrates as much as 2x be�er query

performance with a less than 10% overhead when compared against

state-of-the-art graph partitioning algorithms.
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•Information systems→Graph-based databasemodels; DBMS
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1 INTRODUCTION

Graphs have become increasingly important in many applications

and domains such as querying relationships in social networks

or managing rich metadata generated in scienti�c computing [2,

8, 21, 38]. �ese graphs are typically large, hence hard to �t into

a single machine. More importantly, even though some graphs

may �t into a single server, they are o�en accessed by multiple

clients concurrently, requiring a distributed graph database to avoid

performance bo�lenecks. For example, our previous work utilized

property graphs to uniformly model and manage rich metadata
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generated in high performance computing (HPC) platforms [6–8].

�e rich metadata graph, as the example shown in [8], might not be

particularly large (contains millions of vertices and edges), but still

needs a distributed graph database to e�ciently serve the highly

concurrent graph mutations and queries issued from thousands

of clients. In fact, a large number of distributed graph database

systems have emerged for such task, like DEX [10], Titan [32], and

OrientDB [23].

Similar to relational databases, distributed graph databases are

designed to serve continuous updates while simultaneously answer-

ing arbitrary queries from many clients. �ey are di�erent from

another important set of systems, namely graph processing engines,

like Pregel [20], GraphX [37], and X-Stream [27], which focus on

performing individual analytic workloads on the whole graphs

quickly. In many cases, existing research does not clearly di�er-

entiate them because the line between graph databases and graph

processing engines is fuzzy. For instance, most graph databases

can deliver graph computations through de�ning complex graph

traversal; and many graph computation engines support analytic

queries on dynamic graphs. However, regarding the use scenarios

they are designed for, there are signi�cant di�erences. Speci�cally,

graph databases are designed for online transaction processing

(OLTP) workloads like INSERT, UPDATE, GET, and TRAVEL. �ese

operations are typically issued concurrently from multiple clients

and expected to �nish immediately. �ey normally only operate on

a small portion of the graph. On the other hand, graph processing

engines are designed for online analytic processing (OLAP) work-

loads, like running PageRank on the whole graph [24] or �nding

the community structure of social graph [11]. �ose workloads are

typically issued once in a while with enough changes made in the

graph. �ey o�en operate on the whole graph and take a long time

to �nish. �ese di�erences lead to completely distinct performance

requirements and also a�ect the design considerations of graph

partitioning fundamentally. In this research, we focus on graph

partitioning algorithms for distributed graph databases.

�e �rst di�erence is the acceptable cost of time in graph parti-

tioning. Since graph processing engines run analytic workloads on

the whole graph which usually take a long time, they can a�ord to

spend more time in partitioning to accelerate later computations.

But, this is not the case for graph databases as each transaction is

normally short. �ey have to �nish fast and take e�ect immediately.

�e graph partitioning algorithms of distributed graph databases

have to make per-transaction, online decision rapidly, whereas the

ones for graph processing engines do not.

�e second di�erence is the needed knowledge to partition a

graph. In most graph processing engines, when the partitioning

starts, the majority of the graph is already known. In fact, many
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graph partitioning algorithms heavily rely on such knowledge (e.g.,

vertex degree and its connectivity) to deliver an optimized partition-

ing. �e best-known examples include METIS [16] and Chaco [14].

Although several recent studies (e.g., LDG [22, 30], Fennel [33])

can partition without knowing the whole graph, some local graph

information is still necessary. For example, when a vertex is in-

serted, most of its connected edges should be known at that time.

However, in distributed graph databases, vertices and their con-

nected edges are normally inserted independently and concurrently

from multiple clients. When the partitioning happens, it is common

that neither the global nor the local graph structure is known. �e

graph partitioning algorithms should be able to work with limited

knowledge about graphs, in which case, the existing partitioning

algorithms may not be applicable or e�ective at all.

�e third di�erence is the measurement of partitioning quality.

�e graph processing engines mainly run analytic tasks on the

whole graph, so they are optimized for the best overall throughput.

Most existing graph partitioning algorithms are designed for such

a goal, which can be formulated as the k-way partitioning problem:

1) minimize “edge cuts” across partitions to reduce the communi-

cation cost; 2) maximize “balance” of partitions to avoid potential

stragglers. However, these metrics do not necessarily generate

good partitions for distributed graph databases. For example, if a

graph consists of k equal size disconnected subgraphs, its best k-

way partitioning should be just pu�ing each subgraph to one server

to achieve the minimized ‘cut’ and best ‘balance’. However, from

graph databases’ perspective, if any of these subgraphs contains

high-degree vertices, graph traversal starting from these vertices

will be signi�cantly slower due to the throughput bo�leneck of

a single machine. �e graph partitioning algorithm should con-

sider metrics for individual OLTP operation instead of the overall

throughput.

In this paper, we introduce a new graph partitioning solution,

namely Incremental Online Graph Partitioning (IOGP), speci�cally

designed for distributed graph databases. It makes per-transaction,

online partitioning decisions instantly while serving individual

OLTP operation. It adjusts the partitions incrementally in multi-

ple stages based on the increasing knowledge about the graph. It

achieves optimized performance for OLTP workloads like graph

mutation and graph traversal comparing to the state-of-the-art

practices. �e contributions of this work are threefold:

• Propose the �rst (to the best of our knowledge) incremen-

tal (multi-stage), online graph partitioning algorithm for

distributed graph databases.

• Design and implement the proposed algorithm that in-

corporates new vertices and edges instantly with limited

resources.

• Conduct extensive evaluations of proposed partitioning al-

gorithm on multiple graph data sets from various domains.

Please note that, even though many graph processing systems

tend to accommodate large graphs into a single server to avoid

network communications introduced by partitioning the graphs

(for example, G-store compresses a trillion-edge graph into 2 TB

and processes it using one server [18]), the graph size is not the

only fundamental reason for partitioning graphs and deploying

distributed graph databases. In many cases, the highly concurrent

workloads issued from multiple/many clients, demand a distributed

graph database to provide quality service to applications, even

though the stored graphs are not that large.

�e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces

the background for the proposed algorithm. Section 3 analyzes

the performance model for graph databases as the basis of IOGP.

Section 4 introduces the overview of the three-stage algorithm. In

Section 5, more implementation details are introduced. Section 6

reports the evaluation results. Section 7 concludes this study and

plans future work.

2 RELATEDWORK

It has been well known that graph partitioning problem is NP-

hard [13]. In fact, even the simplest two-way partitioning problem

is NP-hard [12]. Hence, current widely-used algorithms are heuris-

tic methods. Among them, one important category is called multi-

level scheme. Examples include METIS [16], Chaco [14], PMRSB [1],

and Scotch [25]. �ey �rst coarsen the graphs and cut them roughly

into small pieces, then re�ne the partitioning and �nally project the

pieces back to the �ner graphs. �ese algorithms can be parallelized

for improved performance, such as ParMetis [17] and Pt-Scotch [4].

Although algorithms in this scheme are able to handle large graphs

e�ciently, they are not designed for dynamic graphs, whose ver-

tices and edges are continuously changing. To apply the multi-level

scheme to dynamic graphs, re-partitioning the graphs a�er a batch

of changes is typically needed [28]. However, this re-partitioning is

heavyweight (can easily take hours in large graphs [31]) and tends

to process a batch of changes instead of transactional workloads

on graph databases. In contrast, in this paper, we focus on light-

weight online partitioning that conducts partitions while changes

are streaming into the databases.

In recent years, several lightweight algorithms have been pro-

posed. �ey partition a graph while performing a single-pass itera-

tion on the data. �ey normally use some heuristics to decide where

to assign current vertex (and all its connected edges), leveraging the

local graph structure about vertex. Typical examples include linear

deterministic greedy (LDG) [30] and Fennel [33]. However, as we

have described in the previous section, in graph database cases,

even such local information may not be available while performing

partitioning. Another major drawback of such strategy is that each

vertex is only assigned once even it might get new edges later. �ese

new changes may deteriorate the previous partitioning. Although

several extensions [22, 34] can partition graphs in several passes

or iterations, they still su�er in graph database use cases, where

vertices and edges are inserted continuously and independently.

Several recent works have introduced online partitioning algo-

rithms for large-scale dynamic graphs, which are relevant to the

proposed IOGP algorithm in this study. Vaquero et. al. [35] par-

titions the dynamic graphs while the processing workloads are

running. It updates existing partitions continuously by migrating

all vertices in each super-step of a Pregel-like graph batch compu-

tation framework. �is introduces signi�cant cost and long delay

for handling the graph changes, which are acceptable for batch

processing, but do not �t for our case. Leopard [15] proposes a par-

titioning algorithm and a tightly integrated replication algorithm

for large-scale, constantly changing graphs. It borrows techniques
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from single-pass streaming approaches like Fennel, but improves

it with a carefully designed replication strategy. �e limitation of

Leopard is that it is speci�cally designed for read-only graph com-

putations to utilize a replication mechanism. Hence, not only graph

database workloads do not �t it, but also many graph analysis tasks

are not supported, like an analysis of �nding single source shortest

path. Compared to those algorithms, IOGP is designed to achieve

much be�er performance on OLTP workloads (like accessing to or

traveling from a given vertex).

3 MODELING AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Graph Database Model

In this study, we characterize the distributed graph databases with

following features: 1) supporting directed graphs; 2) supporting bi-

direction traversal, i.e., a vertex can access both its incoming or out-

going edges; and 3) supporting vertices and edges with queryable

properties. In fact, these features are common in existing distributed

graph databases.

Figure 1 shows a typical architecture of distributed graph databases.

In this architecture, each physical server stores a part or a partition

of the whole graph in its local storage engine. Servers can talk to

each other through a high-speed network, and clients are linked

with driver libraries to talk to servers. Since each vertex needs to

access both its incoming and outgoing edges to enable bi-direction

traversal, the storage engine will keep two edge lists as shown in

Figure 1. Each server contains an OLTP execution engine to serve

requests from clients. �e graph partitioning components in both

clients and servers cooperate to deliver partitioning. Based on this

generic model, we will analyze key factors of OLTP operation per-

formance, which leads to the design and implementation of IOGP

described in the next section.

outgoing Eu incoming E

outgoing Ew incoming E

..., ...

...

Storage Engine

OLTP Execution Engine

Graph Partitioning

outgoing Ev incoming E

..., ... Storage Engine

OLTP Execution Engine

Graph Partitioning

Client Application

DB Driver

Partitioning

Figure 1: Graph database architecture overview.

3.2 Performance of Single-Point Access

�e single-point OLTP operations in graph databases typically

include INSERT, UPDATE, and GET. �eir performance is largely im-

pacted by whether the clients know the location of the vertex or

edge: knowing the accurate location, clients can directly send re-

quests to the server, saving extra cost for querying the location.

�is could cut the latency by half and double the throughput in

many cases. To achieve such a “one-hop” mechanism, clients and

servers need to share the same knowledge about current partitions.

A widely adopted solution is to use a deterministic hash function,

which can be easily shared, to partition the graphs. Many existing

distributed graph databases like OrientDB and Titan are using this

strategy. Although its drawback is obvious: deterministic hashing

does not learn the a�nity of vertex connectivity leading to poor lo-

cality, its one-hop advantage still deserves considerations for be�er

OLTP single-point access performance. In this study, the proposed

IOGP algorithm maximizes the chance of one-hop access by keeping

clients and servers agreeing upon the locations for the majority of the

graph.

3.3 Performance of Graph Traversal

E�ciently supporting graph TRAVEL is a unique feature of graph

databases and the key di�erence between graph databases and other

storage systems like relational databases or key-value stores [36].

Figure 2(a) shows a sample graph and a traversal starting from ver-

tex u. A traversal usually consists of multiple steps, each contains

accesses of vertices and their neighbors in parallel, like those visits

of v,w in step S1.

u

v
v1

w

S1

...

...

...

y
x

S2

e1

e2

a) Graph travel example from u b) Graph with 3 partitions (P0,P1,P2)

e0

u

v

w

...

......

yx

e1

e2

e0

P0

P1

P2
Vertex-Cut

Edge-Cut

Figure 2: Graph traversal analysis.

Graph partitioning is to place graph vertices and edges into

di�erent parts, stored on separate servers. In general, there are

two ways to partition a graph as shown in Figure 2(b), i.e., the

edge-cut and vertex-cut. Edge-cut tends to place the source vertex

and its connected edges together. Since the destination vertices

may be placed on a di�erent server, their in-between edges will

look like being cut. For example, u and its neighbors are placed

this way and e0 is cut between two partitions. On the other hand,

vertex-cut tends to place the source vertex and its edges separately,

so the vertex will look like being cut. For example, v is cut into two

partitions as its edges e1 and e2 are stored separately shown in the

�gure.

In fact, regardless of edge-cut or vertex-cut, a ‘cut’ is introduced

as long as two connected vertices are not stored together. For

traversal, such a ‘cut’ simply means extra network communications

between servers. Hence, all graph partitioning algorithms strike for

minimizing these cuts to achieve be�er locality between vertices. In

this study, the proposed IOGP algorithm enhances the locality between

vertices by leveraging a heuristic method to dynamically adjust vertex

location.

In addition, even with the same locality, vertex-cut and edge-

cut can lead to di�erent performance. For instance, if a vertex

u has more than one million connected edges, which is highly

possible in real-world power-law graphs, edge-cut will store all

edges together with u. �is will lead to long time for loading
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edges while accessing u. Comparatively, vertex-cut can assign

these edges into multiple servers to amortize the workloads and

deliver much be�er performance. On the other hand, if a vertex u

has a small number of edges, spli�ing them into multiple servers

introduces extra network communications, diminishing the bene�t

of parallelism. In such cases, which are quite o�en as most vertices

in power-law graphs have a small number of edges, edge-cut is

clearly a be�er choice. In this study, the proposed IOGP algorithm

considers the degree of a vertex during partitioning and chooses the

be�er way to partition graphs accordingly.

4 ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

�e goal of the IOGP is to optimize the performance of OLTP oper-

ations in graph databases. �e performance analysis in previous

sections enlightens and rationalizes its design and implementation.

Speci�cally, IOGP �rst leverages deterministic hashing to quickly

place new vertices. �is strategy enables one-hop access for most of

the graph vertices by default. While more edges of a vertex are in-

serted, IOGP will adjust the location of the vertex to achieve be�er

locality leveraging the increasing knowledge about the vertex con-

nectivity. Until this step, the graph is still partitioned following the

edge-cut partitioning. However, once a vertex has too many edges,

IOGP will apply vertex-cut to increase the parallelism and further

improve the traversal performance. In this way, IOGP manages to

generate high-quality partitions while serving continuous OLTP

operations. We summarize IOGP into three stages, namely quiet

stage, vertex reassigning stage, and edge spli�ing stage respectively,

and introduce them in more details below.

4.1 �iet Stage

IOGP operates in quiet stage by default. At this stage, it places a

new vertex into a server using the deterministic hashing function.

All clients and servers share the same function to ensures the one-

hop access. Following edge-cut, IOGP places new edges together

with their incident vertices. Note that an edge u → v will be stored

in both the outgoing edge list of u and the incoming edge list of v

to enable the bi-direction graph traversal.

�e problem of deterministic hashing is it does not consider the

locality a�nity of vertices. It is not a signi�cant problem when a

vertex does not have many edges, but would lead to problems while

vertex grows. IOGP solves the problem in the vertex reassigning

stage a�er knowing more about the vertex connectivity. In addition,

as edge-cut may create hotspots if the vertices have too many edges,

IOGP applies vertex-cut in the edge spli�ing stage to address this

issue.

4.2 Vertex Reassigning Stage

In the quiet stage, vertices do not have enough connectivity in-

formation, hence random hashing is a good option. But, as more

edges are inserted, more connectivity information is obtained. It is

desired to leverage such knowledge to re-assign vertices to a be�er

partition. �e goal is straightforward: move a vertex to a parti-

tion that stores most of its neighbors while keeping all partitions

balanced to avoid stragglers.

To determine which partition is the best choice, IOGP leverages

the Fennel heuristic score [33], as shown in Equation 1. Here, Pi

refers to the vertices in the ith partition, v refers to the vertex to

be assigned, and N (v ) refers to the set of neighbors of v . α and γ

are adjustable parameters.

max {|N (v ) ∩ Pi | − α
γ

2
( |Pi |)

γ−1} (1)

�is heuristic takes a vertexv as the input and computes a score for

each partition. �en, IOGP placesv in the partition with the highest

score. |N (v ) ∩ Pi | is the number of neighbors of v in partition Pi .

As the number of neighbors in a partition increases, the score of

the partition increases too. To ensure balanced partitioning, the

heuristic contains a penalty based on the number of vertices and

edges in the partition (|Pi |). As the number increases, the score

decreases.

In Fennel, such a heuristic score is calculated simply by scanning

all neighbors of the vertices in each partition. �e time cost is

acceptable as Fennel is not designed for serving OLTP operations.

However, such computation consumes toomuch time in our focused

cases. To solve this issue, in this research we propose a new strategy

to calculate it by maintaining edge counters continuously. More

details are introduced in Section 5.

4.3 Edge Splitting Stage

In a power-law graph, degree of a vertex could be extremely large.

As we have discussed, the edge-cut may lead to signi�cant per-

formance degradation. In IOGP, we introduce the edge spli�ing

stage to handle it. Speci�cally, we propose to split edges of high

degree vertices into multiple servers to amortize the loads. In the

generic graph database model, each vertex contains incoming edges

and outgoing edges. We consider them together as traversals may

happen in both directions.

IOGP de�nes a threshold MAX EDGES to decide when to split a

vertex. If a vertex degree exceeds this number, IOGP will cut and

split all its edges. �e spli�ing is quite simple: IOGP will place an

outgoing edge together with its destination vertex and place an

incoming edge together with its source vertex. Figure 3 shows an

example of spli�ing with three storage servers. In this example,

u’s edges need to be split to o�oad its loads. Initially, all edges

(from 1 to 6) are stored with u on server 1. A�er spli�ing, they are

assigned across all three servers according to the locations of their

destination vertices. Note that the vertex u is not moved. �e ones

on server 2 and 3 are just Id index (shown in shadow pa�ern in the

�gure).

[out]1,2,3,4,5,6u [in] w,

2

u

3

4

5

1

6

w

Storage Engine 1

[out]1,2u

Storage Engine 1

[out]3,4u

Storage Engine 2

[out]5,6u

Storage Engine 3

1

2

3

4

5

6

..., ...

...

..., ...

...

..., ...

...

Split

[in] w,

Figure 3: An edge splitting example
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�e locality does not change in this stage because an edge is

moved to either its source or destination vertex without altering

the locality. However, this will signi�cantly improve the perfor-

mance of accessing a high-degree vertex as these operations can

be carried out in parallel across multiple servers. Also, concurrent

edge mutations on that vertex can be o�oaded to multiple servers

for be�er performance.

5 ALGORITHM DESIGN AND

IMPLEMENTATION

In the previous section, we brie�y describe the three stages of IOGP.

However, its implementation in distributed graph databases is non-

trivial. A number of implementation challenges and various design

trade-o�s remain. In this section, we will introduce more design

and implementation details.

5.1 IOGP Data Structure

IOGP introduces a series of data structures to achieve e�cient on-

line graph partitioning. �ese data structures are mainly counters,

which record the states of vertices in each partition. �ey are stored

in memory for quick access. In case of failures, they can be rebuilt

from a full scan on the existing database.

• On the server currently storing vertex v , there is a split (v )

indicating whether its edges have been split or not.

• On the two servers that originally or currently store vertex

v respectively, a loc (v ) records its accurate location. It only

exists once IOGP reassigns the vertex, serving as a location

service for the graph database.

• Each vertex v has maximum four edge counters to in-

crementally maintain its connectivity information. �ese

counters may be stored on multiple servers.

1) alo(v )/ali (v ) store the number of actual local out-

going/incoming edges of v . �ey count the outgo-

ing/incoming edges whose destination/source vertices

are also stored in local server, i.e., local neighbors.

�ey only exist in server that actually stores v .

2) plo(v )/pli (v ) store the number of potential local out-

going/incoming edges of v . �ese two counters exist

in servers that do not store v . �ey count v’s local

neighbors if v has been moved back to local server.

• Each server also maintains a size counter, indicating its

vertices and edges number.

Overall, those data structures are small. Each server only has

one size counter. For each vertex v , the split (v ) and loc (v ) only

exists on one or two servers, hence also scales well. But, the edge

counters may exist on all servers: one server stores alo,ali and all

others store plo,pli . If each counter takes 2 bytes, together they

take 4 bytes per vertex on each server. �is might lead to a problem

if the entire graph database stores over a billion vertices, which

will consume over 4GB memory on each server in the worst case.

However, the real cases are much be�er than this worst scenario for

two reasons: 1) vertices that enter edge spli�ing stage do not need

edge counters anymore, and 2) the plo(v ),pli (v ) potential counters

only exist in servers that store v’s neighbors. �ese signi�cantly

reduce the memory consumption in real-world power-law graphs.

In the evaluation section, we show more details about the memory

footprints of these counters.

5.2 �iet Stage Implementation

In the quiet stage, IOGP places vertices using the deterministic

hashing function by default. Note that to support bi-direction

traversal, inserting an edge like e (u → v ) will lead to two insertions:

one as the outgoing edge of u and the other as the incoming edge

of v .

IOGP maintains edge counters for vertex reassignment. Initially,

we set all counters to 0. Once a new edge (u → v) is inserted, two

insertions are issued. On the server that stores the source vertex

(su ), a�er successfully inserting the edge as the outgoing edge of

u, IOGP will check whether the destination vertex v is also stored

locally. �is check can be done instantly by examining the hash

value of v and the existence of loc (v ) in local memory. If yes, the

edge is local to both its source and destination vertices, hence it

increases alo(u) by 1 as this indicates the existence of actual locality.

If not, it increases pli (v ), which means only potential locality is

introduced for v . Note that, this pli counts for vertex v , which

means that only v is moved back to this server in the future, then

the actual locality can be obtained. Similarly, on the server that

stores the destination vertex (sv ), counters are updated accordingly.

IOGP updates edge counters while serving vertex and edge in-

sertions. �e actual local edges (alo,ali) and potential local edges

(plo,pli) are used in the vertex reassigning stage to calculate the

best partition for a vertex e�ciently.

5.3 Vertex Reassigning Stage Implementation

In the vertex reassigning stage, IOGP tries to reassign the vertex to a

di�erent server to enhance the locality. �e �rst task of reassigning

vertex is to calculate the best partition. According to the description

in Section 4.2, instead of scanning the databases to obtain |N (v )∩Pi |,

IOGP leverages the edge counters to e�ciently calculate the best

location.

server 1

u

server 2 server 3

u u

y
y

v

x

x

alo(u) = 1

ali(v) = 1

plo(w) = 1

plo(y) = 1

pli(x) = 1

plo(u) = 1

pli(u) = 1
pli(u) = 1

ww

Figure 4: An example of partitions during vertex reassign-

ment. Edge counters are shown.

Figure 4 shows a sample graph with 5 vertices and edges, parti-

tioned into three servers. We also show their edge counters. Here,

solid circles with colored pa�erns indicate actual existence of ver-

tices in that server; dashed circles indicate the vertices do not exist,
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only their edges exist. As this �gure shows, each edge actually

is stored twice. For example, e (u → x ) is stored in server1 as an

outgoing edge of u, and at the same time, stored in server2 as an

incoming edge of x .

In this example, only edge e (u → v ) indicates the actual locality,

which means that we have alo(u) = 1 and ali (v ) = 1 on server1.

�e other three edges only indicate the potential locality. �e

relevant edge counters are shown in Figure 4. �ese values are

e�ciently maintained in the quiet stage.

When IOGP reassigns a vertex, like u, it will compare whether

moving u to another server will increase or decrease the score

calculated from Equation 1. Speci�cally, moving u out of s1 will

certainly reduce the amount of locality on server s1 by 2∗ (alo(u)s1+

ali (u)s1 ). We double it because the locality decrements come from

both vertex u and its locally connected vertices. At the same time,

moving u into another server sj will increase its locality by 2 ∗

(plo(u)sj + pli (u)sj ). �e partition size size on each server should

also be calculated. IOGP will choose the partition si that obtains

the largest positive value from following equation:

ra scoresi =max {2 ∗ (plo(u)si + pli (u)si )

− 2 ∗ (alo(u)scur + ali (u)scur )

+ [sizesi − sizescur ]}

(2)

�is equation is derived from Equation 1 by choosing parameter

α = 1 and γ = 2. �ese parameters are also widely used in existing

studies [15]. If we take Figure 4 as an example, vertex u would be

reassigned to server2 as its ra score is 1.

5.3.1 Maintain IOGP Data Structure. Algorithm 1 shows how

IOGP maintains the in-memory data structures while reassigning a

vertex. When a vertex u is moved, the loc (u) in the original server

will be updated to its new location. Any further reassignment also

updates the loc (u) in the original server. �is serves as a distributed

location service for the graph database. A fresh client needs to

ask the original server that stores u to retrieve its current location

through querying loc (u). Clients can cache the location for future

requests. In addition, servers involved in this reassignment will

update their size counter accordingly.

In terms of updating the edge counters, vertex u’s counters are

updated �rst: 1) in the original server su , u’s actual locality will

turn into a potential locality; 2) on the target server sk , u’s potential

locality will turn into an actual locality. In addition to updating u, it

is more important to update vertices that are connected to u. �eir

actual localities are changed because vertex u is moved out or in.

For example, in the original server (su ), for all u’s incoming edges,

if their source vertices (src) are also stored in local server, we need

to reduce their actual outgoing locality (alo(src )) by 1 because their

destination vertexu is no longer in local server. �is is also required

for outgoing edges. �e target server sk performs similar updates

except it will increase the localities. More importantly, every time

a vertex u is reassigned, the edge counters of its neighbors also

need to be updated. �ese updates are actually fast (as iterating u’s

incoming and outgoing edges in-memory) and overlapped with the

actual data movement (described in Section 5.5).

5.3.2 Timing of Vertex Reassignment. �e timing of reassigning

vertices is critical to balance partitioning quality and overheads.

Algorithm 1 Maintain IOGP Data Structure

1: ⋄ Assign u from su to sk
2: if on server su then ⊲ on source server su
3: size -= 1;

4: plo (u ) = alo (u );

5: pli (u ) = ali (u );

6: for e ∈ incominд (u ) do

7: if e .src stored in su then

8: alo (e .src ) -= 1;

9: for e ∈ outдoinд (u ) do

10: if e .dst stored in su then

11: ali (e .dst ) -= 1;

12:

13: if on server sk then ⊲ on target server sk
14: size += 1;

15: alo (u ) = plo (u );

16: ali (u ) = pli (u );

17: for e ∈ incominд (u ) do

18: if e .src stored in sk then

19: alo (e .src ) += 1;

20: for e ∈ outдoinд (u ) do

21: if e .dst stored in su then

22: ali (e .dst ) += 1;

�is is especially true for the proposed online IOGP algorithm. We

have observed that when a vertex has more edges, its connectivity

becomes more stable, thus less reassignment is needed. �is ratio-

nale is rather straightforward. For example, when a vertex has only

one edge, a new edge may signi�cantly change its locality a�nity.

But, if a vertex has 1K edges already, most likely a new edge does

not make a signi�cant di�erence. �is observation and rationale

lead to our design in IOGP: 1) deferring vertex reassignment until

its connectivity stabilizes; and 2) reducing vertex reassignment

frequency while more edges are inserted. Speci�cally, we consider

until a vertex contains over REASSIGN THRESH connected edges

(both incoming and outgoing edges), a vertex reassignment a�empt

can be made. A�er a reassignment, we will check the possibility

of another reassignment only a�er a similar amount of new edges

are inserted. Assuming k=REASSIGN THRSH, we check vertex reas-

signments when it reaches [k, 2 ∗ k, 4 ∗ k, ., 2i ∗ k, ..] edges. �is

signi�cantly reduces the number of reassignments for a vertex. For

example, if REASSIGN THRSH=10, for a vertex with 10,240 edges, the

maximum number of movements is only 10. �e choice and impact

of REASSIGN THRSH will be discussed in the evaluation section.

5.4 Edge Splitting Stage Implementation

�e edge spli�ing stage is a key optimization of IOGP for high-

degree vertices. It is mainly designed to amortize loads of accessing

high-degree vertices and to improve the performance of operations

like scan and traversal.

As described in the vertex reassigning stage, when a vertex is

split, it may have already been reassigned multiple times. But, once

a vertex enters into the spli�ing stage, it will never be reassigned

again. IOGP will invalidate and free up all its edge counters to

reduce the memory footprint. �is strategy is chosen for two rea-

sons. First, when a vertex is split across the cluster, statistically, its

edges will be evenly distributed as their neighbors are randomly
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distributed through hashing. Hence, reassigning vertex will not sig-

ni�cantly increase the locality anymore. Second, moving vertices

that have been split also introduces unnecessary complexity. �e

algorithm needs to take extra care when a vertex is reassigned and

its edges are already split, which may invalidate the edge counters.

Regarding updating the IOGP data structures, it is straightfor-

ward in the edge spli�ing stage. First, it updates split (u) to the

corresponding value. Second, it invalidates and frees up local edge

counters of vertex u. It further frees up edges counters of u in other

storage servers along with the edges movement. �e sizes of u’s

incoming and outgoing edges will be updated accordingly.

5.5 Asynchronous Data Movement

In an IOGP-enabled graph database, there are two extra data move-

ments introduced: vertex reassigning and edge spli�ing. Moving

data synchronously while serving OLTP requests can cause poten-

tial performance issues. In IOGP, we optimize these data move-

ments to be asynchronous to avoid blocking OLTP operations.

During edge spli�ing, once IOGP needs to split a vertex, it will

update the in-memory IOGP data structures and add the vertex into

the pending spli�ing queue in one transaction. Once this transaction

�nishes successfully, even without moving data yet, we start to

reject new edges that should not be stored locally. Clients that issue

edges insertions to a wrong server will be rejected with a noti�ca-

tion indicating that the vertex has been split. Clients synchronize

their statuses based on the replies and request the correct server

again. Reassigning vertices is similarly handled. A�er determining

the target server, it will update in-memory IOGP data structures,

and then add the vertex into the pending reassigning queue in one

transaction. �e server will also stop serving requests about the

vertex and notify clients to request the target server in the future.

For both cases, the real data movement actions are implemented

via a background thread, which periodically retrieves vertexv from

the header of pending queues and handles the data movement for

it. A�er data has been moved, the local copy will be removed

a�erward.

�is asynchronous data movement mechanism is e�cient, but

may introduce a problem for read requests because the requested

vertices or edgesmay be in an uncertain statuswhile datamovement

takes place. �ey could be on the original server (copying is not

started yet), on the new server (copying and deleting are �nished

already), or even on both of them (copying is �nished but not

deleting). To solve this, the clients need to issue two read requests

concurrently for elements that are under movement: one request

is sent to the original server, and the other one is sent to the new

server. If both requests get results, the one from new server wins.

Clients can learn whether the edge movement has �nished or not

based on the replies from new servers and avoid the extra requests

in the future.

6 EVALUATION

6.1 Evaluation Setup

All evaluations were conducted on the CloudLab APT cluster [5].

It has 128 servers in total, and we used 32 servers as the back-end

servers. Each server has an 8-core Xeon E5-2450 processor, 16GB

RAM, and 2 TB local hard disk. All servers are connected through

10GbE dual-port embedded NICs. Unless explicitly stated, we used

all 32 servers in experiments.

6.1.1 Dataset Selection. We used the popular SNAP dataset for

real-world graph evaluations [19]. SNAP is a collection of networks

from various domains, and most of them are power-law graphs.

We show a representative selection of these graphs used in our

evaluations and outline their properties and scales in Table 1.

Speci�cally, we selected graphs scaling from less than 200K edges

to almost 100M edges to represent di�erent stages of continuously

growing graphs that graph databases serve. Although many graph

processing frameworks are capable of processing graphs with these

sizes (i.e., the number of edges or vertices) in a single server, we do

consider distributed graph databases are still necessary for these

graphs in practice. As our previous work has shown [6–8], a graph

with millions of vertices and edges may be accessed by thousands

of clients concurrently, hence demands graph partitioning and a

distributed graph database solution. Additionally, the property

graphs tend to have a rich set of queryable properties. �ey can

easily be large enough (e.g., multiple KB) to make a graph with

millions of vertices and edges not �t for a single machine.

In this evaluation, another reason we did not include tremen-

dously large graphs is, unlike the o�ine graph partitioning algo-

rithms or the underlying storage engines, the online algorithms

like IOGP, are not sensitive to the size of the graph. Instead, they

concentrate on the structures of the graphs (e.g., the connectivity).

So we considered a diverse set of structures when selecting graphs

from various domains in the datasets. Note that the SNAP dataset

only contains graph structures. We a�ached randomly generated

property, a 128K bytes key-value pair, on each vertex and edge.

Table 1: Selected graphs from SNAP dataset

Data Set Domain Vertex Num. Edge Num.

as-Ski�er network 1,696,415 11,095,298

web-Google web 875,713 5,105,039

roadNet-CA geo 1,965,206 2,766,607

Loc-Gowalla geo 196,591 950,327

amazon0302 purchase 262,111 1,234,877

amazon0601 purchase 403,394 3,387,388

ca-AstroPh social 18,772 198,110

wiki-talk social 2,394,385 5,021,410

email-EuAll social 265,214 420,045

email-Enron social 36,692 183,831

soc-Slashdot0902 social 82,168 948,464

Soc-LiveJournal1 social 4,847,571 68,993,773

cit-Patents citation 3,774,768 16,518,948

cit-HepPh citation 12,008 118,521

We also used synthetic graphs to evaluate IOGP. �e synthetic

graphs were generated using the RMAT graph generator [3] follow-

ing the power-law distribution. We used the following parameters

to generate an RMAT graph with 10K vertices and 1.2M edges:

a = 0.45,b = 0.15, c = 0.15,d = 0.25. �e graph is named as

RMAT-10K-1.2M.

6.1.2 So�ware Platform. We evaluated IOGP on a distributed

graph database prototype, namely SimpleGDB [29]. Its core has
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been used in several research projects and proven to be e�cient [6,

7]. More importantly, its �exible design supports various graph

partitioning algorithms and enables fair comparison among them.

SimpleGDB follows the generic graph database architecture

shown in Figure 1. It uses consistent hashing to manage multi-

ple storage servers in a decentralized way by mirroring Dynamo’s

approach [9]. �is allows the dynamic growth (or shrinking) of the

graph database cluster. Each server runs the same set of compo-

nents including an OLTP execution engine, a data storage engine,

and a graph partitioning layer. �e OLTP execution engine accepts

requests from clients and serves them. �e storage engine orga-

nizes graph data such as vertices, edges, and their properties into

key-value pairs and stores them persistently in RocksDB [26]. �e

graph partitioning layer is designed as a plugin to allow hackers

to change algorithms without a�ecting other components, which

largely simpli�es the evaluation and the fair comparisons presented

in this study. Another key feature of SimpleGDB is that it contains

a server-side asynchronous graph traversal engine built based on

study [6]. �rough a server-side traversal, we are able to fully

utilize the locality gained by graph partitioning algorithms.

6.2 Evaluation Results

6.2.1 Edge-Cut and Balance. We �rst compare the k-way par-

tition metrics (i.e., edge cuts and partition balance) among IOGP

and the state-of-the-art graph partitioning algorithms (METIS, Fen-

nel, and Hash). Since METIS cannot e�ciently work with OLTP

workloads, to conduct the comparison, we actually ran METIS on

the �nal graph once, assuming all vertices and edges were already

inserted. Similarly, to conduct the fair comparison against Fennel,

we assume that the graph is inserted in a way that a vertex and

all its edges are inserted together. �eir insertion order is chosen

randomly. Results of the hashing and IOGP were conducted in an

online manner following the same order as the datasets provided.
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Figure 5: Edge-cut ratio comparison.

We plot the results of all graphs (described in the previous subsec-

tion) in Figure 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the edge-cut ratio, calculated

as the number of edge cuts over the total number of edges in a
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Figure 6: Partitions balance comparison.

graph. Figure 6 shows the imbalance ratio, calculated as the maxi-

mum di�erence among all partitions over the average partition size.

Since Fennel, IOGP, and Hash achieve highly balanced partition,

their imbalance ratios are almost zero for all cases. �eir results

cannot be seen in the �gure. From these results, we have several

observations. First, METIS achieves the best locality but worst

balance among all tested algorithms. In the web-Google graph, it

results in a partition with less than 1% edge-cut ratio, but over 6%

imbalance. On the other hand, Hash results in the worst partition-

ing in all cases, but at the same time, provides excellent balance.

Second, IOGP and Fennel are in between of METIS and Hash and

their imbalance is small. In terms of edge-cut ratio, IOGP is be�er

than Fennel in all tested cases. In many cases (e.g., email-EuAll and

wiki-Talk), the di�erence is clear. �ese results con�rmed that IOGP

can obtain be�er vertex locality than the state-of-the-art streaming

partitioning algorithms like Fennel, even using the same heuristic

functions. �e reason is quite straightforward. Fennel only assigns

a vertex once when it is �rst inserted. But, IOGP may reassign a

vertex multiple times during continuous insertions and hence have

more chances to choose a be�er location for a vertex. We will show

more detailed analysis in the next subsection.

6.2.2 Continuous Refinement of IOGP. As shown from the eval-

uations reported and discussed in the previous sub-section, IOGP

achieves be�er locality than Fennel due to its ability to continuously

re�ne the partitions. In Figure 7, we show how this happens in

detail. �e x-axis indicates the number of insertions that happened

during constructing the graph. �e y-axis shows current edge-cut

ratio. We took a sample a�er every 105 insertions. We show the

�rst 2 ∗ 107 insertions in this �gure. �e results con�rm two im-

portant pa�erns that we leverage in IOGP: 1) the initial insertions

changed the locality more signi�cantly, and 2) graph becomes more

stable while more edges are inserted. �is is also why IOGP is

designed to increase the REASSIGN THRSH exponentially to reduce

the frequency of reassignment.
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6.2.3 Vertex Reassigning Threshold. We discuss the reassign-

ment threshold (i.e., REASSIGN THRSH) in this evaluation. Speci�-

cally, we constructed the whole graph multiple times using di�erent

reassignment thresholds and collected the edge-cut ratio of each

round and the number of vertex reassignments. It is expected that

a smaller REASSIGN THRSH brings more overheads (i.e., more ver-

tex reassignments), and generates be�er partitions (i.e., smaller

edge-cut ratio). In fact, the best value for REASSIGN THRSH should

be di�erent for separate graphs. In this evaluation, we tested a

wide range of possible values to �nd the potential rules in choosing

this value. Speci�cally, we iterated thresholds from 1 to 50 with an

increase of 5 each step. All results are plo�ed in Figure 8.
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�e top sub-�gure shows that the edge-cut ratio increases as the

REASSIGN THRSH become larger. More speci�cally, the increase is

signi�cant at the beginning and turns into �at a�erward. �is is

because most of these graphs have a small average degree (accord-

ing to Table 1), and they are more sensitive to threshold changes in

the smaller end. Once the threshold became su�ciently large, their

ratios became more stable. In the bo�om sub-�gure, we show how

many times of the vertices are reassigned with di�erent thresholds.

As expected, a larger threshold reduces the number of vertex reas-

signments. From those results, we conclude that the best choice

of REASSIGN THRSH should be near half of the average degree of

the graph to strike a balance between achieving be�er locality and

less vertex reassignments. �is is an empirical result, like, 6 for

web-Google.

6.2.4 Edge Spli�ing Threshold. In IOGP, we split a vertex based

on its degree to achieve the best traversal performance in the edge

spli�ing stage. Although spli�ing edges into multiple servers saves

time while loading data from disks, it does introduce extra network

overhead to retrieve data from remote servers. It is important to

�nd the best threshold to balance the disk and network latency.

As we have described, the spli�ing threshold is relevant with both

the hardware (disk speed and network latency), the scale of the

distributed cluster, and the vertex degree. It is non-trivial to obtain

a universally optimal se�ing. In this evaluation, we aim to build

a general guideline of choosing the edge spli�ing threshold. It is

desired to conduct similar evaluations before deploying IOGP on a

speci�c system to obtain the optimal se�ing.
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Figure 9: Scan performance with di�erent degrees.

Speci�cally, we conducted a series of evaluations on various

cluster scales (from 2→ 32 servers), towards di�erent vertices with

distinct degrees (from 1→ 103). Each edge is a�ached with 128KB

randomly generated properties. �e disk and network latency

are �xed based on the hardware con�guration of CloudLab APT

cluster. For comparison, we measured the time cost of one-step

traversal from these vertices in di�erent cluster scales. �e results

are reported in Figure 9. �e x-axis shows di�erent scales in the

evaluations, where ‘k server(s)’, indicates all edges are split among

all of them. Note that the case of ‘1 server’ means there is no edge-

spli�ing. �e y-axis shows the time cost of reading each vertex and

its neighbors. �ere are four cases in total. From these results, we

can draw several observations. First, low-degree vertices like v (1)

and v (10) tend to obtain be�er traversal performance in smaller

scale cluster. On the other hand, high-degree vertices achieve be�er

performance in larger scale cluster. �is also con�rms our previous

analysis. Second, each degree has its best scale. For example, for a

vertex with 103 edges, the minimum time is obtained in ‘16 servers’

cluster. For a vertex with 100 edges, ‘4 servers’ cluster would be
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the best. �is metrics can guide the deployment to choose the best

MAX EDGES for a speci�c cluster.

6.2.5 Memory Footprint of IOGP Data Structure. As we have

discussed in Section 5, IOGP introduces a number of in-memory

counters to facilitate partitioning process. �eir memory footprints

may limit the scalability of IOGP algorithms. In this evaluation, we

examined the maximal memory footprint during constructing the

graphs listed in Table 1. �e results are plo�ed in Figure 10. �e

x-axis shows di�erent graphs and the y-axis shows the maximal

memory consumption (KB) across 32 servers. We also plot the

‘Expected’ memory footprint, which is calculated simply assuming

each vertex v has two edge counters in each server. From these re-

sults, we can easily observe that, the actual memory consumption is

much smaller than the upper-bound estimation, especially for those

large-scale graphs. �ese results from real-world graphs clearly

show that IOGP is practical in partitioning large-scale graphs.
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Figure 10: Memory footprint of IOGP.

6.2.6 Single-point Access Performance. As we have described,

most graph databases use simple hashing strategy to deliver on-

line graph partitioning. Hashing is fast and bene�ts single-point

OLTP operations like INSERT most. Other graph partitioning al-

gorithms including METIS and Fennel are expected to have much

worse performance on insertions due to their o�ine nature. In

this research, to study the bene�t of IOGP, we compared its inser-

tion performance with the best algorithm (hashing). Again, the

evaluations were conducted in the 32-server SimpleGDB cluster.

Figure 11 plots the insertion speed of IOGP and Hash algorithms.

�e performance was generated from a single client. As the results

show, Hash always performs be�er than IOGP as expected, because

there are overheads introduced by vertex reassigning and edges

spli�ing. However, the di�erence is small and less than 10%.

6.2.7 Graph Traversal Performance. In this evaluation, we fur-

ther compared the traversal performance of IOGP and Hash. As

the most important OLTP operation in graph databases, graph tra-

versal should obtain the best performance. �is is achieved by less

edge-cut ratio between reassigned vertices and higher parallelism
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Figure 11: Insertion performance.

while accessing split high degree vertices. In this evaluation, all

traversals started from the same set of randomly chosen vertices.

�eir average �nish time is used for comparison. We evaluated

graph traversal with 2, 4, 6, and 8 steps.

Due to the space limit, we cannot show the comparison results

from all tested graphs. Instead, we chose a set of representative

graphs based on the edge-cut ratio shown in Figure 5. Speci�-

cally, we selected two graphs that have the maximal edge-cut ratio

di�erence between Fennel and IOGP (i.e. web-Google and RMAT-

10K-1.2M) and two graphs that have the minimal edge-cut ratio

di�erence (i.e. soc-LiveJournal1 and wiki-Talk). We excluded METIS

since it is not valid in streaming graphs to avoid unfair comparison.
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Figure 12: Graph traversal performance.

�e results are plo�ed in Figure 12. As the results show, IOGP

achieves clearly be�er traversal performance than Hash and Fennel

for all cases. �e performance gap also increases while more traver-

sal steps are performed. �ese results demonstrate the advantage
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and importance of IOGP for future, more complex graph traversal

requests. Additionally, we can observe that IOGP achieves more im-

provements on graphs with be�er edge-cut ratio. �is observation

recalls the importance of vertex locality in graph partitioning.

7 CONCLUSION & FUTUREWORK

In this study, motivated by the OLTP performance requirements

of distributed graph databases, we have introduced an Incremental

Online Graph Partitioning (IOGP) algorithm and have described

its design and implementation details. IOGP adapts its operations

among three stages according to the continuous changes of the

graph. It operates fast, obtains optimized partition results, and

generates partitioned graphs serving complex traversals well. We

have also presented implementation details including in-memory

data structures (e.g., edge counters) to deliver fast, online graph par-

titioning. Our detailed and concrete evaluations on multiple graphs

from various domains con�rmed the advantages of IOGP. From

these evaluations, we are also able to draw important conclusions

including the general guidelines of selecting its key parameters.

We believe that IOGP has the great potential to be widely used as a

graph partitioning solution for distributed graph databases. In the

future, we plan to investigate and develop fault tolerance feature

for IOGP, with a focus on rebuilding in-memory data structures

e�ciently when needed.
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